
TOP SECRET SPECIAL INFORMATION
INCluded with all rockets!

ROCKET 
               STAR 
                        FLEET!

Hey Kids!

Join the amazing

ROCKET 
               STAR 
                        FLEET!

WING COMMANDER FLIGHT LIEUTENANT

FLIGHT OFFICER

Collect the entire 
ROCKET STAR FLEET!

HAVE TRIPLE FUN!    YAY!
Prepare for 

BLAST OFF!
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 You are the Wing Commander. Follow the simple instructions
 on this rocket blueprint page to prepare your rocketship for
BLAST OFF!  

Your rocket decoration is inspired by the 1950s decade, when 
rockets became really hip.  The styling represents the classic 
Lava Lamp, which was developed in the 50s by Edward Craven 
Walker (and �nally released in 1963). Edward originally called his 
invention the Astro Lamp! 

Don’t forget to say hi! to the classic pin-up girl riding your rocket!

Did you know?
In the Royal Australian Air Force the Wing Commander rank is
designated on epaulettes by three stripes, just like on the �n
of your rocket!  

Lead your Flight Lieutenant and Flight O�cer through the skies
above! 

Together you are the ROCKET STAR FLEET!

HAVE FUN!    YAY!

WING COMMANDER

Collect the entire ROCKET STAR FLEET!

HAVE TRIPLE FUN!    YAY!

FLIGHT LIEUTENANT

FLIGHT OFFICER

Cut out template along 
dotted lines. Crease paper 

in middle (read Top Secret tip).

Cut out white sections to reveal rocket!.

ROCKET 
               STAR 
                        FLEET!

Hey Kids!

Join the amazing

ROCKET 
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This rocket is the easiest to make! Remember to start with your
pin-up girl facing downwards. Too easy!
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Hey Kids!

Join the amazing

ROCKET 
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                        FLEET!

ROCKET 
               STAR 
                        FLEET!

Your friends will �ip out when they see your rocket!

HAVE FUN!    YAY!

Did you know?
In the Royal Australian Airforce the Flight Lieutenant rank is
designated on epaulettes by a double stripe, just like on the
 front of your rocket!  

If you want to move up the ranks look out for the Wing 
Commander in the skies around you!

You are the Flight Lieutenant. Follow the simple instructions
on this rocket blueprint page to prepare your rocketship
for BLAST OFF!  

Your rocket decoration is inspired by the 1950s decade, 
when rockets became really hip.  Notice the smooth yellow
curves, chrome highlights and red ‘tail lights’ - these features
re�ect styling of the 50s Chevrolet Bel Air car.  

Don’t forget to say hi! to the classic pin-up girl riding your 
rocket!

Note to mums and dads: These models are suitable for +8yr olds. The models may appear complex however  
they are based on simple and familiar designs. Your child (and yourselves!) will �nd them really easy to make.

1. Cut along dotted lines.
You should have two 

square pieces of paper.
Crease the paper along 

the three fold lines,
for both square pieces.

2. On each piece, fold two sides inwards and �atten. 
The two rocket parts should now look like shown.

3. Continue folding both parts 
with the same folds...

4. Repeat these folds on the other side.

8. Repeat these folds on the other side.
Then unfold them again.

5. Unfold the last fold & squash it 
down to form an ‘exhaust port’. 6. Repeat three more times (you’ll

need to turn it over).

7. Let the previous folds unfold
a little to form exhaust ports.
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Top Part

Top Part

Bottom Part

Bottom Part

Flight Lieutenant

Rocket  Star  Fleet
Carl Turner  6642330
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There are two parts to this amazing rocket. The �rst few folds
 are the same for both parts. Easy!
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Note to mums and dads: These models are suitable for +8yr olds. The models may appear complex however  
they are based on simple and familiar designs. Your child (and yourselves!) will �nd them really easy to make.

1. Cut template along dotted lines 2. Fold, & unfold again, along dashed lines (big dashes).
There are 3 sections. We’ll fold each one just like a
normal airplane.

3. Perform the folding process shown. Repeat for 
each section.

4. Fold up the little tip on each section to secure the
previous folds.

5. Turn it over and prepare to fold the wings. 
Almost ready for blast o�!

1 2 3

7. Your model should look like 3 planes
joined side by side. Apply a small bit of
glue as marked and join panels with 
like letters (i.e. A-A). 
You’re ready for BLAST OFF!

6. Fold both wings on each section as
shown. Do the middle on also.

 You are the Flight O�cer. Follow the simple instructions
 on this rocket blueprint page to prepare your rocketship
for BLAST OFF!  

Your rocket decoration is inspired by the 1950s decade, 
when rockets became really hip.  Notice the checkered 
pattern on the hull - this pattern is used to measure ‘roll’
of rockets �ying during testing, and Tintin even had it 
on the rocket he �ew to the moon in 1954!  

Don’t forget to say hi! to the classic pin-up girl riding your 
rocket!

Did you know?
In the Royal Australian Air Force the Flight O�cer rank is
designated on epaulettes by a single stripe, just like the 
one on the front of your rocket!  

If you want to move up the ranks look out for the Flight
Lieutenant or Wing Commander in the skies around you!

You’ll be the coolest cat in outer space!

HAVE FUN!    YAY!
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Flight Officer

GLUE  B-B

GLUE  C-CGLU
E 

 A
-A

GLUE  A-AGLU
E 

 C
-C

GLU
E 

 B
-B

This rocket is really just three normal planes joined together! 
Easy!
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